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Macro Factors
Inflation dominated headlines and investment narratives from the very first
quarter of 2022, as the headline inflation rate reached its highest level in 40 years.
As it has been for almost all other asset classes, the spectre of runaway inflation
and its consequences on interest rates has been the most important factor in
crypto-asset price action in the past 12 months. This has caused crypto-asset spot
prices to move in sympathy with equities, extending their period of high
correlation. The end of the inflation narrative and subsequent macroeconomic
fallout is likely to determine the continuation of their co-movement.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-10-13/core-us-inflation-rises-to-40-year-high-securing-big-fed-hike#:~:text=The%20core%20consumer%20price%20index,Labor%20Department%20data%20showed%20Thursday
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Inflation & Interest Rates

Central banks around the world responded to rapidly increasing prices by embarking on a staunch
tightening of monetary policy, increasing base interest rates and consequently the cost of capital. This
led to a cascade of deleveraging, unwinding of positions, and the exertion of a serious sell pressure on
all risk-on assets to which crypto-assets were not immune. Having been bought by similar investors and
held in similar portfolios for similar reasons since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in March
2020, crypto-asset prices felt the same sell pressures as equities, particularly as the extent of the
inflation issue became known.

HIGH CORRELATION TO S&P 500

The pace of interest rate increases was explicitly linked to economic data when the Federal Reserve
communicated the dependence of their actions on both the headline CPI inflation rate and employment
data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. As a result, price action in both equities and crypto-assets was
unusually responsive to announcements from the BLS and any macroeconomic data that resulted in the
repricing of the Federal Reserve’s tightening. This meant that crypto-assets and the S&P 500 often
reacted negatively when higher-than-expected CPI prints heralded further hawkish action from the Fed
and enjoyed brief rallies in reaction to signs that interest rate hikes were beginning to control inflation.

Even away from announcement dates, this common driver caused crypto-asset spot prices to move
sideways in tandem with equities and other risk-on assets, cementing an already-high correlation
between the asset classes throughout 2022.

Figure 1 Year to date BTC and ETH prices, with significant events highlighted throughout the year.
Source: BlockScholes

https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomccalendars.htm
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Common reactions to rising interest rate hikes have been the cause of crypto-assets high correlation to
equities. If inflation is no longer the main driver of both crypto and equities prices, it is uncertain
whether the subsequent macroeconomic environment will continue to dominate crypto-asset
investment narratives.

The end of that inflation narrative, no matter when it occurs, is likely to be followed by a moderate-to-
severe recession, during which it is unlikely that crypto-assets will enjoy the same interest and
investment from institutional investors that it has previously in periods of high growth and market
expansion. As a result, it is possible that the upside for crypto-assets will be capped alongside the low
growth expected in equities.

However, we note that we have not yet observed the price action of crypto-assets to a serious global
recession. Digital assets are less sensitive to increasing commodity prices, supply chain frictions, and
other markers of a low-growth economy than brick-and-mortar companies, and whilst this does not
necessarily imply positive returns for BTC and ETH, this factor could differentiate the returns of crypto-
assets from asset classes in the difficult economic period to come. It is also possible that in lieu of the
high yields offered by equities over the past decade, retail investors may look to crypto-assets as an
alternative investment, allowing digital assets to forge a narrative away from other risk-on assets.

This analysis is predicated on the successful return of inflation to the Federal Reserve’s target rate of
2%. Whilst the latest CPI print shows signs that the Federal Reserve’s policy of sharp interest rate hikes
is causing inflation to reach a peak and the Fed’s terminal rate of ~5% also appears to have been priced
in, it is still too soon to call the end of the inflation narrative. Such a case offers an opportunity for BTC
to prove itself as a true hedge against inflation, without the effects of CeFi lending crises, exchange
collapses, and a correction from all-time high prices causing undue sell pressure that caused it to fail to
meet this narrative in 2022.

AFTER INFLATION



Crypto Specific
Factors

Throughout 2022, the price action of crypto-assets largely mirrored the
downward and sideways trajectory traced out by equity markets, reacting to the
same macroeconomic drivers of inflation and interest rates. That behaviour was
interspersed with sharp selloffs unique to crypto-assets that were largely
responsible for crypto’s outsized fall compared to equities. The asset class’ ability
or failure to move on from these scandals has the potential to dominate price
action in the first few months of 2023.
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Movement Away From Equities

UST DE-PEG & CELSIUS CRISIS

Several of these sharp selloffs were caused by the cascading collapse of prominent lending providers
dedicated to the crypto-asset industry, whose particularly high leverage was exposed by a tightening
money supply, increasing interest rates, and falling crypto-asset prices. Those lenders had engaged in
largely unregulated banking activities, borrowing both fiat currency and digital assets from customers
and lending them to HFT firms and hedge funds. Those firms then took increasingly large risks without
offering the appropriate compensation to their depositors.

The beginning of the cascade coincided with a drop in equities prices in early June. This saw an already
falling BTC price pushed lower when $1.5B of BTC was pledged to back the LUNA token’s value and
defend the UST peg, allowing traders to create a synthetic short attack on BTC. Exposure to losses
sustained in the LUNA ecosystem collapse, coupled with dwindling crypto-asset prices led to margin
calls from lenders to their counterparties. The most significant hedge fund to face these margin calls 

The co-movement of crypto-assets and equities was clearest in the first 4 months of the year. This can
be seen in Figure 2, which shows the spot prices of both BTC and the S&P 500 as a percentage of their
value at the beginning of 2022. However, the same chart shows that the lacklustre performance in
crypto-asset spot prices was exacerbated by several events unique to the digital-asset industry. This
meant that for crypto-assets, the extended periods of sideways price action also recorded by other risky
assets were punctuated by several sharp, decisive legs down in spot price that was left uncorrected. As a
result, BTC and ETH recorded 64% and 68% drawdowns YTD respectively, both of which dwarf the S&P
500’s 19% drawdown in comparison.

Figure 2 Daily  % drawdown from their value recorded on the 1st Jan 2022 for BTC (blue), ETH (black), and the S&P
500 (grey) Source: Block Scholes, Yahoo Finance

UST DEPEG & CELSIUS CRISIS

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2022-12-05/crypto-had-a-credit-bubble
https://www.blockscholes.com/research
https://www.blockscholes.com/research
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The crises that led to BTC’s and ETH’s drops away from the S&P 500’s price action were caused
predominantly by the over-leveraging and unregulated activities by centralised entities. They were not
the result of hacks on the blockchain, or issues with the technology that backs the asset class, nor were
they due to the design of Decentralised Finance protocols.

Evidence for the health of the digital asset industry (in spite of these drops) was seen in the robust
response to the single biggest technology change in the space so far. A complete revamp of the
consensus mechanism of such a key blockchain saw very little effect on the spot price of its native
token, apart from some interesting trades that primarily affected futures and perpetual pricing. The
apparent success of this event indicates that ETH holders are confident that the successful completion
of the Merge is a positive event for the DeFi space, having already priced in the effect of the switch to
Proof of Stake earlier in the Summer.

Whilst signalling consumer confidence in the ETH foundation to complete such a significant change to
the code, it marks a profound difference in ethos between its network and a more orthodox blockchain
like Bitcoin’s. Once other, larger factors like macroeconomic conditions cease to dominate price action,
this differentiating factor could be a plausible narrative that motivates the decorrelation of the two
largest crypto-assets from each other.

was Three Arrows Capital (3AC), which had lost over $200M in the collapse of Terra and was reported to
owe over $3.5B to over 27 different lenders, including $665M to lender Voyager Digital.

Celsius, another crypto lending firm with exposure to 3AC, reported a $1.2B hole in their balance sheet
soon after and paused customer withdrawals on the 12th of June. In the span of a month, three large
crypto entities had all filed for bankruptcy: 3AC on the 27th of June, Voyager on the 6th of July, and
Celcius on the 13th of July. The sequential collapse of these lenders and funds, originally sparked by a
drop in all risk-asset prices, led to concern about further exposure to insolvent firms and subsequent
fears of the effect of large positions being unwound in response to further margin calls. The resulting
contagion to other crypto-assets aggravated the downward trajectory further to the aggressive decline
in equities markets.

THE MERGE

FUTURE ETH UPGRADES

The Ethereum community has consistently shown it has strong confidence in the ability of the Ethereum
foundation to guide the network in the direction most beneficial for the community. The hope is for this
confidence to persist as the foundation continues to make large upgrades to the network that it has set
out in its roadmap. The next major amendment planned is EIP-4844, an upgrade which aims to
accommodate third-party efforts to increase the throughput of the chain. The update will see a new
transaction type, called blobs, being added to blocks which will essentially be a destination for layer-2
rollups to store their data in a much cheaper fashion. Upgrades such as this facilitate the growth of the
chain should an increase in blockspace demand present itself.

https://bitcoinist.com/inside-the-three-arrows-capital-3ac-collapse/
https://decrypt.co/105416/bankrupt-three-arrows-capital-owes-3-5b-to-creditors-including-2-3b-to-genesis
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-4844
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STAKED ETH WITHDRAWALS

Despite the smooth transition of Ethereum’s consensus mechanism, one substantial element of this
switch has yet to be implemented; the withdrawal of staked tokens. Users who have staked 32 ETH to
become validators in Ethereum's Proof of Stake consensus mechanism are still unable to withdraw their
tokens. The Ethereum foundation currently has plans to enable staked-token withdrawals via a hard
fork to the network in March 2023, called the Shanghai upgrade.

There exist third-party DeFi protocols like Lido and Rocket Pool that provide staking services which
allow users to stake their ETH and receive “liquid staking tokens” representing their staked position in
the ETH smart contract. These liquid staking tokens are either directly pegged to ETH, or indirectly
pegged to its value. Users are free to utilise these tokens in the same manner as they would use their
ETH, even converting them to stablecoins to exit their staking position entirely. This however
necessitates an extra level of trust in these platforms which stakers must be willing to undertake.

A case could be built for a contingent of ETH stakers who have opted not to use these staking service
providers, and have instead deposited their ETH into the Beacon chain smart contract directly. Once
staking withdrawals are enabled in March 2023, we could see this subset of users could withdraw their
ETH, either to capitalise on their staking profits or exit their ETH position entirely. This could add extra
sell pressure to the ETH market which would consequently have negative implications for its price
action.

Conversely, it is also possible that there is a similar subset of ETH holders who are waiting for
withdrawals to be fully implemented before staking their ETH. By buying and locking up ETH, these
users have the potential to offset any extra sell pressure introduced as previously discussed, or increase
buying pressure in the spot ETH market.

Reducing the operating costs of interacting with layer-2 scaling solutions could motivate the influx of
both users and dApps into the ecosystem. Such a change could be vital to the ecosystem should this
change occur during a crypto winter, where cost optimisation could prove to be a critical factor for
chains and dApps in general.

FTX COLLAPSE & DE-CORRELATION TO EQUITIES

News of FTX’s insolvency on Nov 11th sparked a significant drop in the correlation of crypto-asset
returns to those of the equities market. Unlike the UST crash in May and the fallout felt by the insolvency
of 3AC, Voyager, and Celsius in June and July, FTX’s insolvency event was not the immediate
consequence of macroeconomic factors which would have had a similar effect on equities prices.

https://www.coindesk.com/tech/2022/12/08/ethereum-developers-target-march-2023-for-release-of-staked-ether/#:~:text=Ethereum%20Developers%20Target%20March%202023%20for%20Release%20of%20Staked%20Ether%20in%20Shanghai%20Upgrade
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/11/11/ftx-files-for-bankruptcy-protections-in-us/
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Instead, concerns regarding FTX’s balance sheet caused a bank run on FTX’s wallets, as customers
attempted to withdraw their deposits in earnest. As FTX’s exchange token, FTT, dropped in price, it was
revealed that FTX had used customer deposits to plug holes in its sister hedge fund, Alameda Research’s,
balance sheet, which was itself caused by exposure to the aforementioned lending crises in the summer.
Whilst ultimately a product of macroeconomic factors (and several years of bad decisions), this crypto-
specific event caused crypto-asset prices to move against those of equities. 

In this case, the price crash coincided with the CPI print for the month of October on Nov 10th, whose
lower-than-expected YoY rate of 7.1% sparked a positive reaction in equity markets. Crypto-asset market
participants were unable to enjoy the same rally as they digested the impact of the collapse of such a
large exchange and in such a damning fashion.

Had crypto-asset markets not been digesting the FUD caused by the collapse of one of its largest
exchanges, it is likely that spot prices would have continued their pattern of co-movement with the S&P
500. That means that whilst we did see a large and sustained drop in correlation, this is an exceptional
case which does not yet signal the end of the previous regime.

If this event is followed by further confirmation that interest rate hikes are curbing inflation as intended,
it is likely that crypto-assets are able to enjoy the same positive reaction as equities. This is, however,
dependent on the collapse of FTX being the last domino in the chain of centralised crypto firms to fall,
and that no other large, centralised actors are exposed to the continuing chain of overleveraged entities.

Figure 3 Daily correlation  coefficient of BTC's returns to those of the Nasdaq (blue) and the S&P 500 (grey)
throughout 2022, computed from a 90-dy lookback window. Source: Block Scholes, Yahoo Finance

https://www.reuters.com/technology/ftxs-founder-dismisses-balance-sheet-concerns-false-rumors-2022-11-07/
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Further Credit Risks
The search for more firms implicated in the unregulated misappropriation of customer funds and
overleveraged borrowing began soon after the collapse of FTX at the beginning of November. Since
then, almost all prominent crypto exchanges have participated in a performative proof of their reserves.
This was followed by several weeks of fear, uncertainty, and doubt regarding the solvency of the largest
crypto exchange, Binance, who, despite a strong narrative against their solvency, have so far dealt with
$3B of withdrawals without issue. 

If there are more insolvencies to uncover, then they have not yet been uncovered or ignited by the FTX
collapse’s fallout. We do, however, expect these events to accelerate the steps that governments are
taking to expand their regulatory perimeter to include cryptocurrency exchanges. It is unlikely that this
is at an advanced enough stage to make an impact in the next few months, but may become relevant in
the second half of 2023.

It is a surprising endorsement of the industry that, even after FTX’s destruction of billions of dollars of
wealth, BTC still trades at $16K. We believe that this is because the events at the end of 2022 were
caused by the unregulated behaviour of centralised actors, and do not reflect poorly on the assets
themselves. However, this price point is defended by increasingly lower trade volumes, a fact which is
coupled with a volatility smile that is staunchly skewed towards OTM puts and protection against
further downside. That indicates that derivative traders recognise the fragility of the current market
positioning and the price point that represents it.

Figure 4 BTC's daily SABR rho parameter throughout 2022 at several key constant tenors Source: Block Scholes

https://edition.cnn.com/2022/12/14/investing/binance-withdrawals-crypto-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.theblock.co/data/crypto-markets/spot
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Whilst we assign a small probability of another selloff in crypto-assets due to insolvency or CeFi
implosion, believing that the FTX collapse may have been large enough to flush out any other issues, we
must stress that further revelations could send prices much lower and cause the further exit of a
significant contingent of crypto’s retail base. We also note that the subsequent low volatility, either
implied or realised, is congruent with previous periods of market calm that preceded several such
events in 2022. However, if further contagion does not materialise, it is possible that we remain bound
to the current range/price point for some time with little realised or implied volatility.

Rather, we believe that further market downside from this point will be caused by a lack of funding and
trade volume commissions as we explore the depths of the coming crypto winter. This is potentially just
as significant an issue, as most layer-1 blockchains derive their value from both the liquidity and use
case of the dApps built on top of them. 

Therefore we could see a necessary rearrangement of the DeFi space as successful existing projects
survive, new projects build into the space recently vacated, and we see a consolidation of volumes and
activity into a smaller number of projects whose operation is fundamentally sound. That process has
already begun, with FTX’s exit from the Solana ecosystem revealing just how much of the blockchain’s
growth was due to funding from the centralised actor. This theme is likely to continue across the DeFi
space in the coming months.



Regulation
Whilst often relegated to the sidelines throughout the past year, the development
of the regulatory landscape has not been short on actions by world governments.
Given the chance in an environment lacking more dominant macroeconomic
factors, regulation has the potential to drive the next narrative for price action.
Should regulation allow for the development of a consistent regulatory
framework, it could pave the way for a huge influx of institutional money to the
industry, such as with the introduction of a spot Bitcoin ETF.

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/programs/geoeconomics-center/cryptoregulationtracker/
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On March 9 2022, president Joe Biden issued an Executive Order entitled “Ensuring the Responsible
Development of Digital Assets”, introducing a government-wide approach to capitalising on the benefits
and assessing the risks of the crypto-asset industry. The policy aims to aid in the development of
frameworks and policy recommendations that will assist in developing several key areas of focus.

The introduction of bills such as these is formal recognition of the crypto space by the US government
and an active push towards understanding the space as a whole. We saw similar strides being made by
other governments around the world this year, such as the EU’s Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA)
regulatory framework, which more explicitly defines a roadmap for the regulation of Crypto Asset
Service Providers (CASPs) in the EU.

The Council of EU reached the final compromise text for the MiCA bill on 5 October which was then
approved by the Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee of the European Parliament on the 10th of
October. The compromise text will need to be submitted to the full European parliament for a vote
which is currently scheduled for February 2023. The bill sees the requirement of CASPs to gain
authorisation in order to operate in the EU. It also seeks to closely regulate stablecoin issuers who will
be subject to liquidity requirements and would require oversight by the European Central Bank (ECB). In
addition to this, the ECB would have the discretion to reject any stablecoin should concerns about its
legitimacy or credibility arise.
 
We expect a continuation of this trend in 2023, with governments worldwide developing legislation to
clarify the regulatory stance on crypto-assets, crypto-asset institutions and crypto-asset trading. FTX’s
collapse is likely to spur western governments into furthering consumer protection in the space, which
will only build on the efforts already implemented in countries like the UAE. Whilst the details of that
regulation will determine whether it will stifle or foster innovation in the industry, President Biden’s
executive order, crypto-friendly governments in the UK and key EU member states such as France, mean
that it is likely that Europe and the US are able to build on the developing institutional interest in the
asset class.

Expanding the Regulatory
Perimeter

SECURITIES CLASSIFICATION

Another significant point of contention in the regulatory space is the ongoing battle between XRP
cryptocurrency and the Securities and Exchanges Commission (SEC). In December 2020, The SEC
accused Ripple of selling $1.3 billion worth of unregistered securities from its inception in 2012 until
2020. The result of the case could have a profound impact on the crypto space, affecting many such
crypto-assets with similar tokenomics to XRP.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2022/03/09/executive-order-on-ensuring-responsible-development-of-digital-assets/
https://www.klgates.com/MiCA-Overview-of-the-new-EU-crypto-asset-regulatory-framework-Part-1-11-15-2022#:~:text=Since%20then%2C%20a%20compromise%20text,three%20negotiation%20versions%20for%20comparison.
https://cointelegraph.com/news/the-crypto-oasis-how-the-uae-became-the-middle-east-s-digital-asset-champion
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2020-338
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A clearer definition surrounding the inclusion and exclusion of certain crypto assets as securities may
influence the actions of new and existing cryptocurrency institutions around the world. Regardless of the
outcome of the case, one could argue that the achievement of regulatory clarity could be more important
than the specific regulatory details.

There is considerable capital residing in funds such as pension and sovereign wealth funds which are
obligated to adhere to strict regulations regarding the type of investments they can and cannot make.
The lack of regulatory clarity disqualifies these types of funds from allocating percentages of their
portfolios into crypto assets so as not to breach any evolving regulatory requirements. The introduction
of such firms to crypto-assets would be instrumental in changing the asset class’ identity, possibly
allowing BTC to trade similarly to gold as an inflation hedge.

Other promising indicators of institutional interest can be seen in cases like that of Nasdaq, which plans
to launch an institutional Bitcoin and cryptocurrency custody service subject to the approval of
regulatory bodies. The regulatory approval of such a service, from an extremely reputable exchange like
Nasdaq, would be a milestone in the institutional and worldwide adoption of crypto.

REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT

Alongside regulatory laws, we have also seen decisive action taken by governing authorities around the
world in sanctioning both centralised and decentralised crypto entities. On August 8, the U.S.
Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) sanctioned Tornado Cash, a
cryptocurrency mixing service that allows its users to retain their anonymity, by prohibiting their
operation in the US. They cited its use in laundering more than $7 Billion across multiple malicious
cyberattacks.

Centralised cryptocurrency institutions have also seen regulatory sanctions, with BlockFi, a now-
bankrupt centralised lending platform, instructed to pay a $100 Million fine for failing to register its sales
and offers of its retail-facing crypto lending product. Gemini, another centralised crypto lending
platform is currently facing a federal lawsuit from the Commodities and Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) for submitting misleading statements regarding a futures contract the firm had pursued in 2017.

Actions such as these are some of the first steps in the demonstration of the US government's firm
position in actively fighting illicit activity in the crypto space and can be used as an example of how
regulation of like services will be enforced going forward. Regardless of the ultimate implications of the
actions taken by governments towards the crypto-asset industry space, it does show that the crypto
space is definitely on their radar. 

https://www.theblock.co/post/171095/nasdaq-is-preparing-to-launch-an-institutional-crypto-custody-service
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0916
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0916
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2022-26
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Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs) have been and will continue to be a point of focus for
governments around the world. According to the Atlantic Council, as of December 2022, there are over
100 countries (representing over 95% of global GDP) that have begun CBDC research to some degree,
from developmental research stages to 11 that have completed the launch of their CBDC.

They are, by nature, completely antithetic to Bitcoin’s thesis, being issued, regulated, backed and
managed by a single centralised issuing authority. The notorious fallout of the UST stablecoin reiterated
the need for a reliable stablecoin in DeFi that is issued by a trustworthy, audited provider, having been
cited in the recommendations that responded to President Biden's executive order.

However, CBDCs have the potential to allow governments to achieve greater financial inclusivity, lower
transaction costs, and provide a safer form of money than current solutions. Issues such as fraud and
other forms of illicit financial activity become easier to tackle as transaction details become more
transparent. 

CBDC PILOT PROGRAMME

The 11 countries that have begun a pilot of their CBDC have had varying degrees of success, with
Nigeria's e-Naira only amassing a 0.5% adoption rate despite being launched for over a year and various
mechanisms to promote its adoption being employed. Other countries, like China, have seen massive
successes in the adoption of their e-CNY, by running test pilot programs in 15 provinces that have
reported over 360 million transactions, transferring approximately $14 Billion in value across over 260
million individual addresses.

The benefits that CBDCs offer could come at the expense of user anonymity and privacy provided by its
cash alternative. Having a CBDC would give issuing authorities control over programmable money, such
as the ability to set general and merchant-specific spending limits. This could, for example, entail
limiting cryptocurrency purchases by censoring transactions to cryptocurrency exchanges, should they
deem cryptocurrency a threat to their financial security.

We have already seen some examples of this, where, in three existing CBDC projects (China, the
Bahamas, and the Eastern Caribbean Currency Union), transactional and holding limits of certain
wallets have been imposed to satisfy Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements while also retaining
some degree of customer anonymity.

In all three pilot projects, different tiers of wallets have different transactional and holding limits
associated with them, with higher-tier wallets allowing for more value to be stored and transferred.
This, however, comes at the cost of user anonymity where users of higher-tier wallets are required to
submit more identifying information about themselves.

Central Bank Digital Currencies

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/cbdctracker/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/09/16/fact-sheet-white-house-releases-first-ever-comprehensive-framework-for-responsible-development-of-digital-assets/#:~:text=President%20Biden's%20March%209%20Executive,assets%20and%20their%20underlying%20technology.
https://www.centralbanking.com/central-banks/currency/digital-currencies/7953418/chinas-cbdc-spending-surpasses-100-billion-yuan
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Countries around the world will stand by and assess the efficacies of each implementation of a CBDC
should they plan to decide to introduce one themselves. The success (or lack thereof) of CBDCs in these
countries could help other central authorities in tailoring their own CBDCs to meet their objectives.

Despite this, there could be advantages to the rapid development of CBDCs, with successful countries
setting technical standards which other countries might have to adopt to promote interoperability.
Given the current state of progress, it is unlikely that we see a successful launch of a full CBDC in the first
quarter of 2023. However, this theme is likely to become more relevant towards the end of 2023 or
closer to the middle of the decade. This is evidenced by G20 nations such as India and Russia, which are
currently running pilot programs, and plan to debut their CBDCs in 2023 and 2024 respectively.

LIKELY IMPLICATIONS OF CBDC ON ON DEFI

The mass adoption of a CBDC raises interoperability questions with already existing DeFi ecosystems
that live on decentralised blockchains such as Ethereum. Centrally backed CBDCs can exist in one (or
some combination) of two main forms: utilising the same Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) as
leading blockchains do, or on centralised chains or ledgers controlled by the issuing authority only.

The latter case perpetuates the problem of importing off-chain value like cash or a CBDC into the on-
chain world. Transferring value from CBDCs to chains like Ethereum’s would require the bridging of
tokens from one chain onto another which would be no different than already existing stablecoin
operators such as Tether’s USDT and Circle’s USDC. Whilst creating a CBDC that communicates with
chains such as Ethereum’s comes with huge reputational risks for governments should these projects
fail, this would allow for its use in an already existing ecosystem of DeFi applications.

If this were to happen, the existence of a CBDC onchain could introduce a layer of confidence from
investors in utilising the CBDC as a stablecoin, knowing that a government would completely back the
full value of the coin. This would almost certainly eliminate the need for current stablecoin
implementations, and the reliability of a government-backed peg to off-chain value would promote
huge growth to the DeFi industry.

An alternative is to expand the already existing financial ecosystem on the government's private chain,
which would bring traditional finance more up-to-date as a centralised competitor to Ethereum’s DeFi
ecosystem. Its development could be incentivised by the ease of enforcement of an existing financial
regulatory structure. The chain could boast the security of government backing to attract users to
develop protocols on their chains. This would be an expansion of the already existing financial system,
with the added benefits that come with a CBDC.
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Decorrelation Between BTC &
ETH
Regulation may allow for an institution to more actively participate in DeFi, which may also trigger a
decoupling effect between BTC’s price performance and ETH’s. With more institutional adoption, DeFi
projects could see increases in transaction volumes which would translate to an increase in the demand
for blockspace on Ethereum, the base layer for many of these projects. Under Ethereum's monetary
policy, EIP-1559, an increase in demand for Ethereum blockspace would be reflected in an increase in
the base fees users have to pay to send transactions on the network.

Base fees on the Ethereum network are burnt under EIP-1559, meaning that an increase in blockspace
demand could translate to a net decrease in the ETH supply. This is not merely theoretical as we saw
this happen during the bank run on FTX. For this to happen, the demand for DeFi on Ethereum would
need to influence ETH returns separately from those of BTC should institutions start actively allocating
to and engaging with both crypto-assets.

Another factor which could divorce the two assets is the switch of Ethereum’s engine from Proof of Work
to Proof of Stake, which completely decouples the ETH supply from almost any dependence on energy.
This revamps the mechanisms responsible for the production of new ETH, from a system which relied
on electricity for its production to one that solely relies on already existing ETH.

Figure 5 7-day rolling average of hash-rate committed to the Bitcoin network throughout 2022. Source:
Blockchain.com

Proof of Work’s miners, an important set of actors within the ecosystem, have a direct dependence on
access to energy and any associated costs. This is no longer the case with Ethereum, as any price action
resulting from the availability of electricity will no longer have any effect on the Ethereum network. The
recent winter storm in the USA showcased the effect of energy availability on the Bitcoin network, when

https://ultrasound.money/
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miners voluntarily shut down their mining equipment in order to ease power constraints on the
electricity grid, coinciding with the loss of over 35% of the Bitcoin network’s hash-rate between the 21st
and 24th of December. 

The switch itself from the battle-tested Proof of Work consensus mechanism to the newly implemented
Proof of Stake could also cause the two assets to break their relationship with one another. These
mechanisms underpin the security of their respective chains, with PoW having proven itself to be an
extremely resilient mechanism over the years. PoS has yet to do so, which introduces a lot of
uncertainty going forward to which we expect the market to be extra sensitive.

These differences may not be significant enough to have any near future impact on the asset but may
shift user sentiments when trying to ascribe an “intrinsic” value to ETH. Whilst unlikely to break through
the continuing macroeconomic narratives in the next 12 months, this factor is one to be aware of going
forward as Ethereum consolidates the DeFi trading activity lost from other, withering layer 1 solutions
and grows into a narrative that differentiates it from Bitcoin.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/12/26/bitcoin-miners-powered-off-as-winter-storm-battered-north-america/
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Conclusion 
The past year of negative price action was broadly in line with the performance of equities, with added
downside movements due to the implosion of bad credit endemic to the asset class. This will have lasting
effects on the reputation of crypto-assets and will mar the promising growth of institutional interest.

Therefore, the aftermath of FTX’s collapse will be the first obstacle for crypto-assets to navigate in 2023.
After that, there is the lingering spectre of inflation which, despite our hopes that the signs point to its
peaking, heralds an almost inevitable recession that will prove immediate moves upward more difficult. As
a result, we expect immediate increases in volatility to be caused by further selloffs, and to remain at low
realised and implied volatility otherwise, or at least until we see a significant change in sentiment.

Beyond those factors, we believe that crypto-assets have several promising narratives developing despite
the continuing pessimism of some market participants. The Merge began a new age for the Ethereum
network, and the slow death of Solana’s ecosystem suggests that Ethereum will continue to consolidate
the market share of DeFi activity. Global governments appear to be taking a serious approach to regulation
in the industry which, if implemented correctly, could pave the way for retail and institutional investors
alike to participate in the growing asset class in a safe and accessible manner.
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